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What's happening in and around Postville......

The Postville School Board held their organizational meeting on Monday, Sept. 15, following last week's school board election. Re-elected to the seats on the board were Jeff Cox, Laura Lubka, and Jamie Smith. Affirmative votes against the recommendation. Gravel was appointed to the board's duty to "decide the respect of the kids and their futures."

By Sarah Brainard Marsh

The opportunity to study abroad has been a chance for several Postville High School students. Many high school graduates head overseas to discover the cities and cultures of the world. But there are also many who want to stay close to home. Brett Bacon, who spent a semester in Rome, Italy, came home with a new perspective on the US, but himself as an American.
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Dear Readers,

We read with great interest the item in the Gazette on Friday, September 12.

It began with these very words: “Two Agriprocessors employees were found with more than a dozen shaved head certificates and Social Security cards in a vehicle...” by Fayette County Sheriff’s Office.
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